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City preps
for snow
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Taming nature

A look at how students lead ventures into the wilderness

Plans in place for impending
Winter Storm Jonas
Clearing Snow at JMU
Trucks with
plows
Salt trucks

Tractors with
plows
Backhoes with
plows

Approximately 40
staff on the shovel
crew that clear steps,
sidewalks, crosswalks,
loading docks, etc.

Needs Clearing
1. 29 miles of sidewalk
2. Over 100 parking lots
3. 6 miles of road
4. Top level of four parking decks

According to Bill Wyatt, JMU’s senior director
of communications and university spokesperson
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By CHRIS KENT AND DILLON BROADWELL
The Breeze

With the forecast of Winter Storm Jonas set to
hit much of the East Coast this weekend, JMU and
Harrisonburg are bracing for what the weather may
bring.
American and European weather models this
week have been reporting that the Southeast and
Northeast could receive from 5 to 30 or more inches
of snow. Harrisonburg could receive approximately 1 to 2 feet according to WHSV-TV Meteorologist
Laura Mock.
“We are pretty confident in the fact that we are
going to be seeing very significant snowfall,” Mock
said.
Harrisonburg, though, is no stranger to preparing for snow storms. The city has over 60 workers
who work 12-hour shifts and approximately 30 snow
plows to clean the streets for those who decide to
go out.
JMU is also gearing up for the coming storm.
“Winter planning is something that happens

COURTESY OF KATELYN COLVIN

UREC challenge course employees, many of whom are adventure trip leaders, practice their safety skills last semester.
By ROBYN SMITH
The Breeze

It took 30 minutes to reach the
spot of the accident.
On his way up the mountain,
the first thought that went through
Guy B. deBrun’s mind was, “Man, I
kind of hope I’m not the first medical volunteer there.” By the time he
arrived, it was clear that there was

nothing he could do.
For the first time, someone died
during the Shenandoah Mountain 100, a 100-mile backcountry
race in the George Washington
National Forest. Ross Hansen, 54,
struck a tree and fell down a steep
embankment. The first medic on
the scene was deBrun, assistant
director of UREC team and adventure programs and a wilderness

first responder.
Though he had seen some “pretty serious scenarios” as a former
EMT, this was his first fatality in
the wilderness.
“It’s hard to believe,” deBrun
said. “Even though the individual’s right there in front of you, you
just keep saying, ‘No, this couldn’t
see UREC, page 10

see SNOW, page 3

Get in the groove
Wonder Records brings JMU students unique music experience
By SAMMY CRISCITELLO
The Breeze

Last June’s launch of Apple’s streaming service may have thrilled
thrifty music lovers, but many listeners who want to hear their
favorite albums at the highest quality contend that MP3s, the
digital music transmitted via the Internet, can’t compare to the
quality of vinyl.
According to data released by Nielsen Soundscan, digital listening hasn’t made vinyl a thing of the past, as more than 9.2 million
vinyl records were sold in 2014 — a 52 percent increase from 2013.
Those who are unsure whether the quality of LP records are
worth the expense can start their experiment by shopping at Wonder Records, Harrisonburg’s only store for vinyl-pressed discs. As
a customer walks into this musical-haven located at 29 W. Water
St., they’re greeted by a wide variety of guitars and basses hanging
from the walls, and hundreds of records — spanning everything
from rock, jazz, hip-hop and beyond — conveniently organized
in alphabetical order throughout the shop.
“MP3s are digital files that have been compressed and flattened,”
Wonder Records Owner Elliot Downs said. “Whereas records are

JAMES ALLEN / THE BREEZE

Elliot Downs, owner of Wonder Records, grew up listening to vinyl.

analog, and sound waves are being created off grooves on a record,
giving the sound more depth and warmth.”
This love for vinyl LPs runs in Downs’ family, as his father, Stuart,

used to own one of Harrisonburg’s previous record stores — Town
and Campus Records. Stuart sold the store shortly after Elliot was
born, but the shop existed under the same name until the early
2000s — and is currently the location of Midtowne Market. Even
after selling Town and Campus Records, Stuart continued to sell
records privately throughout Elliot’s childhood.
“I grew up always listening to records; I’ve always wanted my
own record store,” Downs said.
That dream came true in 2011 when Wonder Skate, a Harrisonburg skateboard shop owned by Jesse Hammer, allowed Downs
to sell his records in a portion of the shop, which became known
as Wonder Records. Although LP records and skateboards aren’t
usually associated together, Downs believes that, from a financial
standpoint, the merge made a lot of sense for both parties.
“Harrisonburg is a small enough town that it’s kind of hard to
have a super niche store,” said Downs. “It made sense to merge
two like-minded businesses, and although not heavy, the overlap
in our customers makes it a viable option for both shops.”
Downs’ portion of the shop has since enabled many JMU
see WONDER, page 8

The start of something new
JMU hires head football coach Mike Houston from The Citadel
By RICHIE BOZEK
The Breeze

Some things don’t always go as planned.
This was the case for JMU and newly hired head
football coach Mike Houston in more ways than one,
but seemingly to both parties’ advantage.
Houston was officially hired as JMU’s seventh head
coach in program history on Monday, just 12 days
after the unexpected departure of former JMU head
coach Everett Withers, to Texas State University. Withers held the position for the previous two seasons.
“Mike brings more head coaching experience to
this program than anyone we’ve hired in the past,”
JMU Director of Athletics Jeff Bourne said in his
opening statement during Tuesday afternoon’s introductory press conference for Houston. “His success
and his resume speak for itself. He’s a winner, he’s

won at every place he’s ever been throughout his
career.”
In 10 total years of collegiate coaching experience,
five of those have been as a head coach.
JMU and Houston are in the process of finishing a
final contract and are operating under a memorandum of understanding for a five-year agreement with
a base salary of $300,000.
The 44-year-old, North Carolina native’s recent
resume consists of a 9-4 overall record at The Citadel last season, a Football Championship Subdivision
program like JMU, that plays in the Southern Conference. Houston’s 6-1 record in conference play this past
fall earned The Citadel a share of the regular season
South Conference title. The Bulldogs’ season also
included a win over the University of South Carolina
see HOUSTON, page 10

CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

Head coach Mike Houston (left) addresses media and fans at a public press conference Tuesday.

Corrections
•
•

The Jan. 14 story “ATO loses charter” incorrectly reported that the Office of Residence
Life was involved in Alpha Tau Omega losing its charter at JMU. ORL was not involved in
the decision.
The Jan. 14 story “From Wilson Hall to City Hall” incorrectly stated that Chris Jones
won the Harrisonburg mayoral election in November 2014 and that it was his first time
running for public office. Jones was elected to the City Council in November 2014,
which was his first time running for public office, and then the council selected him to
be mayor in January 2015.
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Event Calendar
Saturday, Jan. 23
•

Two Day Intro to Mosaic
Class @ BrydgeWorks
Glass, $40, 10:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m.

•

The 2016 24 Hour Project
@ Court Square Theater,
$10, 5 p.m.

•

Danielle Talamantes,
soprano, Gabriel Dobner,
piano @ Recital Hall,
Forbes Center, regular
$12, students $8, 8 p.m.

•

•

Sunday Brunch @
Black Sheep Coffee,
7 a.m.

•

Ask a Nurse @ Carrier
Library, 2 to 4 p.m.

•

Martin Luther King Jr.
Celebration Week March and
Speak Out @ James
Madison statue near Varner
House, 3:50 to 5:30 p.m.

•

Atlas Road Crew with
Illiterate Light @ Clementine
Main Stage, $7, 9:30 p.m.

•

Global Connections @
Hoffman Hall Lounge, 3:30 to
5 p.m.

•

Alcoholics Anonymous @
Madison Union 311, 8 to 10 p.m.

•

Salsa Night @ The Artful
Dodger, $5, 21+ and dress well,
9 p.m. to 2 a.m.

Monday, Jan. 25

Sunday, Jan. 24
•

Friday, Jan. 22

•

Chris Cornelius,
Architectural Design/Mixed
Media @ Duke Hall Gallery, 10
to 5 p.m. January 11 to
February 19

Sunday Tea @
Heritage Bakery &
Cafe, 1 to 5 p.m.

•

Dodger After Dark @
The Artful Dodger, 21+,
$5, 10 p.m.

Study Abroad Financial Aid
@ Student Success Center
Room 5202, 3:30 to 5 p.m.

•

Many Nights Ahead/Dear
Blanca/Secret Guest/
Zooanzoo @ The Golden
Pony, 18+, $5, 9 to 11 p.m.

Tuesday, Jan. 26
•

Resume Writing Workshop @
Student Success Center Room
3270, 3 p.m.

•

•

Wednesday, Jan. 27
•

Taste of Study Abroad @ Prism
Gallery (Lower level of Festival),
6:30 to 8 p.m.

LinkedIn Hands On
Workshop @ Student
Success Center Room
3270, 1 p.m.

•

Team Trivia @ Clementine,
Teams of six or less, 9 p.m.

Saucony Fun Run @
Bluestone Bike & Run,
5:30 to 7 p.m.

•

Scott H. Biram/Dough
Strahan @ The Golden
Pony, $12 presale, $15 at
the door, 8 p.m.

CARTOON: HAVING A SENIOR MOMENT

KELSEY HARDING / THE BREEZE

Across
1 Chinese take-out order?
6 Co. making many arrangements
9 Basilica recess
13 Impressed
14 Lab coat discovery?
15 Tool with teeth
16 Loud cheering consequence
18 Informed about
19 *Whopper alternative (19691986)
21 Help for a breakdown
22 Affaire de coeur
23 Star followers
26 Webby Award candidate
29 Wrap maker
32 Lot size
33 WWII lander
34 Author Greene
35 Feel sorry about
36 *Former MLB mascot BJ Birdy
was one (1789-1795)
38 From __ Z
39 Barely moves
41 Roker and Rosen
42 Tiny time meas.
43 Branch of yoga
44 “No real damage”
45 Car-collecting star
46 George Eliot or George Sand

By George Simpson and C.C. Burnikel

1/21/16

Editorial Staff
Serving James Madison University Since 1922

1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
PHONE: 540-568-6127
FAX: 540-568-7889

MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper
of James Madison University, serves
student, faculty and staff readership by
reporting news involving the campus
and local community. The Breeze strives
to be impartial and fair in its reporting
and firmly believes in First Amendment
rights.
Published on Thursday mornings,
The Breeze is distributed throughout
James Madison University and the local
Harrisonburg community. Single copies
of The Breeze are distributed free of
charge. Additional copies are available
for 50 cents by contacting our business
office. Comments and complaints should
be addressed to Wayne Epps Jr., editor.

48 UV index monitor
50 The end of each answer to a
starred clue is a former one
54 Hi’s wife, in comics
55 Broiler with a motor
58 Start to freeze?
59 Sanctioned
60 Scrub
61 Russia is its largest producer
62 National Preparedness Mo.
63 Breathers?
Down
1 Grafton’s “__ for Noose”
2 “Art is my life and my life is art”
artist
3 Sportscaster Albert
4 Honey
5 Day one
6 Ice __
7 Leaves holder
8 Fact
9 Peppery salad green
10 *Film for which John Houseman
won an Oscar, with “The”
(1864-1873)
11 Candy bar with a Nordic name
12 Dusk, to Pope
14 Calendar col.
17 “The War of the Worlds” author

Find the answers online at: breezejmu.org/sites/crossword_answers
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20 Detroit Lions’ lion mascot
23 Time that “went out like a lion,”
in song
24 Upscale Honda
25 *”Jaws” menace (1910-1921)
27 Spartans’ sch.
28 Best crew
30 Like granola
31 Oil giant that built what is now
Chicago’s Aon Center
34 Leak preventers
36 Fault
37 2001 album that’s also a
nickname
40 Response to a ring
42 Medically ineffectual treatment
44 Bit of clique humor
47 High styles
49 Galileo, by
birth
50 Frozen yogurt holder
51 Lone Star State sch.
52 Caesar of comedy
53 Psyche’s beloved
54 Class where partners may be
required
56 Ill temper
57 “Edge of Tomorrow” enemies,
briefly

HUNTER WHITE

CAROLINE DAVIS

Download our
mobile app at
breezejmu.org.

BETHANY ADAMS
KAYLAN WOODS
IZZY CIANO

“To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world
is indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over
error and oppression.”
— james madison, 1800

/TheBreezeJMU

@TheBreezeJMU
@BreezeNewsJMU
@TheBreezeSports
@BreezeLifeJMU

@breezejmu

youtube.com/breezevideo
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Keeping
the faith

Fueling the future

JMU students research algae’s potential as biofuel source

Friends, family remember
freshman Hannah Bryant

COURTESY OF EMILY HADFIELD

Freshman Hannah Bryant is remembered
for her optimism and for her joyful heart.

COURTESY OF MIKE MIRIELLO

to be tested through a process called emulsification.
“What we do to the algae is put it through a pump that breaks
it down to its individual components,” Aloumouati, a senior ISAT
major, said. “We also add hexane, a form of alcohol, which helps
the oil separate more easily.”
Once the algae is put through this initial stage, the oil is then
placed into another machine that separates it from the hexane.
“Hexane is a very expensive material so the machine allows us
to recycle it for future tests,” Macfarlane said.
The finished product is the oil that would be hypothetically used
to power motor vehicles.
However, algae and other forms of alternative energy have significantly higher production costs than traditional fossil fuels. In
fact, the main goal of the project is to figure out how to refine the
process in order to make it more cost-effective.
“A huge issue with alternative energy being more expensive is
that it is not subsidized by the government,” John Haynes, an associate professor in JMU’s Department of Geology and Environmental

The Roanoke and JMU communities are
mourning the loss of fellow Duke Hannah
Bryant Saturday.
Bryant was a member of InterVarsity,
and was an active member in Colleges
Against Cancer. She was a member of the
French Club, and she participated in Relay
for Life, according to her longtime friend
Emily Hadfield, a freshman French major.
Bryant, who was also a freshman, with
an undecided major, was diagnosed with
leukemia during the 2012-13 school year.
After a bone marrow transplant and stem
cell transplant at Duke University Hospital in North Carolina, the leukemia went
into remission.
In the beginning of October, Bryant
went in for a routine checkup where she
tested positive for rhabdomyolysis, a disease in which the muscles break down
and release dangerous fibers into the
bloodstream. The doctors believe that she

see BIOFUEL, page 4

see HANNAH, page 4

Victoria Foster (left) and Alexander Macfarlane, both senior integrated science and technology majors, are working with fellow senior ISAT major
Hannah Aloumouati to develop algae into a viable alternative fuel source. The group is doing research to fulfill a required ISAT capstone project.
By ZACHARY HARRIS
contributing writer

Inside the Alternative Fuels Vehicle lab on South Main Street,
three JMU students work to determine the legitimacy of algae as
an alternative fuel source.
One of the major requirements for these integrated science and
technology majors is to complete a capstone project during their
senior year. This year, Hannah Aloumouati, Alexander Macfarlane
and Victoria Foster are currently working on their capstone project
while addressing real-world components.
“The project takes up a lot of our time and is very involved,”
Macfarlane, a senior ISAT major, said. “We’ll usually spend two
hours in the lab on Monday and Wednesday. On Friday, it can be
double that amount.
The extensive amount of time that’s dedicated to the project is
due to the complicated nature of their work. The project began
with acquiring algae strains that were just millimeters in length.
When placed in a proper saltwater environment, algae doubles in
size every 24 hours. After a month of growth, the algae was ready

SNOW | Employees
stay in hotels for storms

By JESSICA NEWMAN
The Breeze

An unconventional education
University Innovation Fellows hosts free classes about unique topics

from front

year round,” Bill Wyatt, JMU’s senior director of communications
and university spokesman, said. “The equipment goes into the
shop to be repaired in August and the salt that the school uses is
ordered in July and stored on South Main.”
The equipment that must be inspected includes 12 trucks, 10
tractors, two backhoes and several other loaders and plows that
have to be ready to clear the 29 miles of sidewalk, six miles of road,
113 parking lots and four parking decks at JMU.
Not only must the equipment be ready, but those who work these
shifts must be prepared to face hours of hard work. The facilities
crew is expected to keep the roads and the sidewalks as clean as
possible and often spend all day pushing snow into large piles in
parking lots and sidewalks.
These workers are expected to be up early and to plow snow
off roads all day. The snow will most likely fall throughout the day
Friday and into the night, so workers are expected to arrive early
and stay late.
The snow must be removed from parking lots, due to the need for
preserving available parking spaces on campus, according to Wyatt.
“The snow that these guys collect is taken in dump trucks and
either placed in other parts of campus that can handle more snow
or [is] taken to the warehouse on South Main,” Wyatt said.
Mock believes the team of workers will have their work cut out
for them this weekend.
“I think there is going to be huge impacts for roads,” Mock said.
“With this amount of snow coming and being such a prolonged
event, I think it is going to be difficult for roads to be kept clear.”
The equipment and roads aren’t the only resources that JMU
must take care of during the snowstorms. People like Donna Erb,
who works for Aramark at D-Hall, are also expected to be at their
shifts on time.
“Luckily, I have 4-wheel drive, and last time I was able to get my
car into the garage,” Erb said.
After Erb and the other employees are done working, they’re not
expected to drive home. The managers of the dining halls make a
list of those who are working on the days of the storm, and book
them hotel rooms to stay for the night.
The school also provides a shuttle service to and from the hotel
to JMU so that they don’t have to risk driving in the snow.
When the snow is gone, it doesn’t mean that the work is done.
The salt and the snow that’s dragged into buildings is work left for
the housekeepers, who work overtime to make sure the dorms and
other campus buildings are kept intact.
“The dedication of these workers is something that JMU is proud
of,” Wyatt said.
The JMU Accounting department also operates during the
storms to manage the expenses the school incurs, and to make
sure the school still runs the way it should.
In addition, integrated science and technology professors help
by monitoring weather models and asphalt temperatures, so that
facilities management workers can remove snow more effectively.
“A lot of these folks are on campus for 24, 36 or 48 hours,” Wyatt
said. “These people often have to go home after working and shovel
their own driveway or miss making snowmen with their children.”
CONTACT Dillon Broadwell and Chris
Kent at breezenews@gmail.com.

with a degree in industrial design this
past December and co-taught design
thinking, where students learned design
principles and used that knowledge to
create wallets. The students made prototypes of their designs and presented
them to each other.
“The informal teaching style creates
an atmosphere of comfort and students
are much more open and responsive to
questions,” Thelin said. “I felt like everyone was really involved and interested
in what we were saying.”
UIF believes that students can come
up with the best solutions to problems when people from many different
majors work together.

“The informal teaching
style creates an
atmosphere of comfort
and students are
much more open and
responsive to questions.
I felt like everyone
was really involved
and interested in what
we were saying.”
Jeffrey Thelin

JMU alumnus (‘15) and
X-Labs instructor

COURTESY OF TIMOTHY MOORE

Quentin Franklin, a junior computer science major, practices glass blowing during a JMU
X-Labs course. Classes at the X-Labs are offered for free every Tuesday from 6 to 8 p.m.
By MORGAN LYNCH
The Breeze

Students who are interested in subjects like 3-D printing, glassblowing
and welding have the opportunity to
attend free “pop-up” courses hosted by
the University Innovation Fellows every
Tuesday from 6 to 8 p.m. in the X-Labs
in Lakeview Hall.

UIF is composed of 11 students who
are dedicated to innovating JMU’s campus, including the way students learn.
The courses are taught by students,
professors and members of the community who are experts on certain topics.
Professors often offer to teach courses
because it gives them a chance to promote topics they are passionate about.
Jeffrey Thelin graduated from JMU

“We noticed needs for more crossdisciplinary collaboration, experiential
learning and more innovation-learning
opportunities on campus, so we decided
to start filling those needs,” Chris Ashley, a junior economics major and 4-VA
technology assistant, said.
UIF and JMU X-Labs provide students with machines and tools that they
wouldn’t have access to because certain
majors don’t offer them or students
don’t realize the equipment is there.
Lakeview Hall offers a laser cutter,
3-D printers, soldering equipment and
see X-LABS, page 4
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BIOFUEL |
Algae absorbs CO2

A home abroad
Chin “Felix” Wang discusses bringing international students to JMU
By MAKENA RAFFERTY-LEWIS
The Breeze
Chin “Felix” Wang has been a faculty member
at JMU for 12 years and was named the associate
executive director for strategic partnerships
last July. He also teaches for the Honors
Program at JMU, focusing on the global studies
concentration. Wang is from Taiwan but spent
much of his life in the Dominican Republic. He
attended Campbell University and earned his BBA
and MBA in international business, and received
his master’s degree in college student personnel
administration from JMU. Wang is currently
working toward his Ph.D. at the Center for Higher
Education Internationalization (CHEI), Università
Cattolica del Sacro Cuore in Milan, Italy.
What was your position before this promotion?
How have your duties changed?

COURTESY OF MIKE MIRIELLO

Victoria Foster, a senior ISAT major, and the rest of
the team will present their research on April 15.

from page 3

Science, said. “What is perhaps the most ironic
thing about the entire situation is that fossil fuels
are used in the construction of alternative energy
sources. For example, the vehicles used in construction require oil and gasoline.”
Despite the expensive nature of emulsification,
a peer-reviewed paper from Bioresource Technology stated that algae can cut emissions by 50 to
70 percent.
“Since algae is a plant, it absorbs carbon dioxide
in the air,” Macfarlane said. “By growing algae, we
increase the amount of organisms in the environment that remove carbon dioxide in the air.”
The yearlong capstone project culminates into a
symposium that will be held on April 15. This is an
opportunity for students to present their findings
in front of their peers, JMU faculty and business
leaders in the area.
“This is my favorite day of the year and one of the
main reasons I chose ISAT,” Foster, a senior ISAT
major, said in an email. “I have been part of the
algae team since sophomore year and have always
been excited watching older members of the team
present, and am now very excited it’s our turn.”
CONTACT Zachary Harris at
harriszc@dukes.jmu.edu.

I was a director of study abroad
before this position, from 2003 until
now. JMU, as a community, we continue
to grow with international offerings. My
previous position tended to focus more
on different study abroad programs
at JMU; trying to offer different study
abroad programs in different places
and increase the number of students
who go on study abroad programs. As
we continue to grow as a community,
we try to create more opportunities
for JMU students and faculty members
and, as a result of that, my new position
focuses on relationships and partnerships
that goes beyond study abroad.
Your JMU bio talks about international
recruitment, what exactly does that mean?
The official office at JMU that recruits
international students is the admissions
office. It is very different depending on
the university, but the JMU admissions
does have a role in recruiting international
students to campus. But as an office we
work really closely with the admissions
office. We provide support and resources,
and work with the admissions office
to recruit overall for the university.
Our office is not tasked to bring in
international students, but we have a huge
role of trying to promote our programs
... our office takes over to support
them all the way until they graduate
from JMU. So we have a huge role of
recruiting and retention of international
students, our office will do that.
Do you recommend that everyone should
study abroad? Why? What is the most
influential aspect of any program?
I do recommend anyone to study
abroad or have some type of international

ABBEY BLOUCH / THE BREEZE

Chin “Felix” Wang stresses study abroad as a mind expanding experience. With his new position he
hopes to grow the amount of opportunities available for students to study in other countries.
experiences, other than being a tourist.
The most important thing of going abroad
is students tend to think that it is about
learning other cultures and other people
but, in the end, only by removing yourself
from your comfort zone — by going to
another country — do you really begin
the journey to learn more about who
you are as a person. You are going to
learn more about yourself than others.
We talk about it all the time but you can
only imagine what that is, but by going
abroad you can really feel what that is.
What plans or hopes do you have for
JMU study abroad in the future?
My hope for JMU is that we continue
to grow in the sense of not only numbers
but also different opportunities … We
are No. 1 in the country for number
of study abroad programs in terms of

X-LABS | Classes offered include glass
blowing, biohacking, 3-D printing and welding

numbers. So we are very proud. My
goal is to continue to grow, by not just
numbers but also different locations for
our students, and especially what I call
‘nontraditional destinations.’ Europe tends
to be a very popular place. But to grow
more opportunities in South America,
in Southeast Asia, Eastern Europe and
in what I call nontraditional locations,
as destinations for our programs. And
hopefully to expand study abroad, which
is already what we call a high impact
program, but to really grow to what I
call a ‘double high impact program.’
So within the study abroad there are
internships or volunteer work, where
students can experience a double high
impact. Where students don’t just study
abroad but they gain more experiences.
CONTACT Makena Rafferty-Lewis
at raffermf@dukes.jmu.edu.

HANNAH | Former
Duke recalled as ‘wise’

Dwight Torculas, a junior philosophy
major, took the pop-up course on LED
programming. The instructor taught
students basic computer code that can
manipulate a set of LED lights and led
students to websites where they could
further their knowledge on their own.
“It really pushed my curiosity in the
subject and it additionally gave me
a better understanding of computers in general,” Torculas said. “I enjoy
how this is an interdisciplinary class
and that the students that participate
all come from a different school of
thought.”

“It really pushed my
curiosity in the subject
and it additionally
gave me a better
understanding of
computers in general.
I enjoy how this is an
interdisciplinary class
and that the students
that participate all
come from a different
school of thought.”
Dwight Torculas

junior philosophy major

COURTESY OF TIMOTHY MOORE

Participants solder during an LED building and programming course. The class teaches
students to use basic computer code to manipulate a set of LED lights.
from page 3

an Oculus head-mounted display,
which are goggles that enable the
viewer to become immersed in a virtual reality.
The courses aren’t available for class
credit and students must register in
advance because space is limited.
Last semester’s topics included
3-D printing, laser cutting, LED light
building and programming and bioinspired design, which means using
the biological systems in nature to
design structures. Since 3-D printing
has been the most popular, UIF plans
to keep offering courses on that subject.

“3-D printing is a popular topic right
now because most students don’t have
access to 3-D printers unless they are
enrolled in a specific course or major,”
Ashley said. “As 3-D printers are
becoming more and more practical
and useful, more students want access
to the resource.”
New topics that will be offered this
semester include glassblowing, biohacking, welding and using a CNC
router. The biohacking class teaches
students about electrophysiological
monitoring, a computer system where
doctors can determine the structural
integrity of the nerves, spinal cord and
brain.

UIF looks for student feedback
throughout the semester to gage students’ needs and interests.
“We hope students’ perspectives are
expanded, and they learn some new
skills and information that interests
them,” Ashley said.
Timothy Moore (’15) was a member
of UIF when he was a student at JMU.
Now he’s an innovation facilitator for
the pop-up courses. Moore hopes
that students use these courses to find
a skill that can help them in a job or
internship.
“I’m also hoping students get inspired
to invent something that they can either
sell or create a business around,” Moore
said. “I also hope they just find something they are passionate about.”
CONTACT Morgan Lynch at
lynchma@dukes.jmu.edu.

COURTESY OF EMILY HADFIELD

From left: Hannah Bryant, Lindsey Johnson, Hannah Turner, Emily
Hadfield, Megan Smith, Jessie Serrao, Sarah George, Jennifer Markfeld
and Casey Williams on an InterVarsity retreat at the end of September.
from page 3

pneumonia and had to be intubated. Shortly after that she died from
the complications of pneumonia.
“She was such a joyful person,” Hadfield said. “She always had
some sort of peace and joy in her heart, no matter what. She was
the most optimistic person throughout all of this. She was the one
taking care of all of us.”
Bryant also played volleyball for several years and loved musical theater. According to Hadfield, Bryant played the part of Annie
in middle school and she and all her family had parts in the annual
performances of “Scrooge” by a local playhouse.
According to her mother, Susan Bryant, Hannah enjoyed movies
and specifically loved “The Hunger Games.” JMU was the only school
she applied to because it was the only school she ever wanted to go
to. While fighting for her life, Hannah often referred to the quote
by Winston Churchill, “If you’re going through hell, keep going.”
“She was fire in every use of the word,” Susan said. “She loved
shopping, hanging out with her friends and she loved her boyfriend.”
Emily Sharp, a Cave Spring High School class of 2015 graduate,
had been friends with Hannah since elementary school. She recalled
how Hannah loved her dog, Maggie, and enjoyed singing along to
the music in the car. Although Hannah was sick, Sharp stressed that
she was always full of life. She said Hannah’s faith helped her find
strength during her three-year long battle.
“Although Hannah was only 19, she was without a doubt one of
the strongest and wisest people I have ever met,” Sharp said. “She
was one of few people who seem to get what their purpose in life is.”
Hannah’s mom, Susan, said that Hannah lived her life by a Bible
verse that quotes, “With God, all things are possible.”
“She was selfless and could instantly brighten your day,” Sharp
said. “Her faith was incredible and something we should all aspire
to have.”
CONTACT Jessica Newman at newmanjt@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Making a murderer,
or an uneducated opinion?

courtesy of tribune news service

Steven Avery is the subject of the Netflix documentary “Making a Murderer.” He spent 18 years in prison for a crime he didn’t commit and was later found guilty of murder.

rachel petty | Petty for your thoughts

nahla aboutabl | respect the riot

People shouldn’t be taking the Netflix show so seriously
If you own a
smartphone, laptop or
TV, it’s likely that you’ve
heard people talking
about the Netflix show
“Making a Murderer.” If
you haven’t, the show is
based on the true story
of Steven Avery, a man
who spent 18 years in
prison for a sexual assault he allegedly didn’t
commit.
Avery was later charged with the murder
of another woman and has been sentenced
to life in prison. The show outlines how the
convictions were handled, which many
think was wrongfully. An extreme amount of
controversy has blown up over this case.
Let me begin by mentioning that I haven’t
yet watched the show. Since so many people
are talking about it, I plan on seeing what it’s
all about myself. However, I can say one thing:
it’s unethical to form an opinion solely from
this TV show.
Yes, it’s based on a true story — but
podcasts and TV shows can frame situations
like this however they want to. If you’ve
listened to the podcast “Serial,” you know that
the host, Sarah Koenig, believes that Adnan
Syed is innocent. Her opinion guides the
episodes and undoubtedly makes you feel
sympathy for Syed.
Bias like this makes it hard for podcasts
or TV shows to be accurate representations

Netflix original series sheds light on flaws in our justice system

of cases. Sure, they’re entertaining (I loved
“Serial”) and will undoubtedly lead you to
form an opinion, but they can’t be taken so
seriously.
Over 450,000 people signed a petition
on Change.org to pardon both Avery and
Brendan Dassey, his nephew who was
convicted of assisting with the murder. Almost
130,000 people signed a separate petition on
Whitehouse.gov. So, in total, almost 600,000
signatures were gathered to pardon men who
could be murderers, all based off the evidence
shown in a Netflix show.
Many viewers of the show wanted President
Barack Obama to pardon the men, but since
they didn’t commit a federal crime, it’s not
possible. It’s unbelievable that a TV show has
caused this much national attention.
The prosecutor in the case has pointed
out that the makers of the show withheld
crucial information that led juries to convict
the two men. Information that’s either not
represented or played down in the show can
change the entire perspective.
Maybe I’ll have a stronger opinion once I
watch the show, but it’s important for people
to gather all the evidence before forming
opinions so strong they feel that the President
needs to get involved.
It’s just Netflix, people.
Rachel Petty is a junior media arts and
design major. Contact Rachel at pettyrb@
dukes.jmu.edu.

“Making a Murderer”
was as much a staple this
winter break as Christmas
and New Year’s. If you
weren’t vacationing in a
warm country overseas,
you probably spent a lot of
time on Netflix watching
the new true crime series
on Steven Avery, the
unfortunate main character of the show.
The series is receiving attention that
includes a petition on Change.org that calls
on President Barack Obama to free Avery. The
show leaves it up to the individual to decide if
Avery is in fact innocent based on the evidence
presented for him and against the state,
transforming regular viewers into a nationwide
jury.
As critical as I am of mainstream media,
I think that we should commend Netflix
and any other media outlet that captures
people’s minds in order to bring about some
positive change. Netflix used the platform it
has to shine light on an issue that’s not only
interesting and captivating, but one that’s
critical to our nation and our democracy. Many
people who would have no idea about the
flaws within our justice system, or who have
no interest in criminal justices cases, have now
been sucked into an addictive show that not
only is entertaining, but is eye opening and
educational as well.
Not only that, but “Making a Murderer” has

A “close-but-no-cigar” pat to The Lil
Dickys intramural basketball team.
From the team you almost beat, but really
never should’ve stood a chance against.
A “stop-giving-WXJM-a-bad-name”
dart to the radio show that’s full of poor factchecking, irrational rants and exaggerated
cries for self-pity.
From an alumnus who’d rather hear
possum that hour.

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “this-isn’t-the-comic-‘strip’-Iwas-looking-for” dart to The Breeze for
including an ad for a strip club in the Jan. 14
issue.
From an alum who prefers chicken “strips”
instead.

Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

An “educate-yourself” dart to an
organization on campus for being
uneducated about mental health.
From a person who can’t pray away their
depression.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.

A “get-it-together” dart to the spot
counter in the Warsaw parking deck.
From a student who has better things to do
than drive around a full deck.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

made people become somewhat attached to
an issue (our justice system) that would’ve
otherwise gone under the radar for many. It
can also have the effect of making people think
twice about dismissing social justice news
stories. Some people might even think, “Well,
if courts really do mess up and have strong
biases, then it’s not so hard to support civil
rights movements when they call for a revision
of our law enforcement and justice systems.”
Although we often speak negatively about
trends in the media, I believe this trend will
be beneficial in the long run as short-lived
as it might turn out to be. This is because,
even though most of us will have forgotten
about this particular show or about Avery
as in individual, we’ll continue on with the
knowledge we gained.
News stories or similar cases will trigger our
memories, making us think back to “Making
a Murderer” before we blindly trust our
justice system or pass judgement on another
defendant. I would hope that the public’s
interest in the show translates into more social
awareness and is not just a quick fad.
If it happens in a small community like the
one in “Making a Murderer,” why wouldn’t it
happen on a larger scale? It’s important to keep
the issues that “Making a Murderer” brought to
our attention for future cases.
Nahla Aboutabl is a senior international
affairs major. Contact Nahla at aboutnm@
dukes.jmu.edu.

A “dart-within-a-pat” to UREC for the ice
and to the student trying to fill a plastic water
bottle who spilled ice all over the floor.
From a professor who likes her water cold
and also knows your mother taught you better.
An “I’m-so-glad-I-go-to-a-school-withnice-people” pat to the guys who tried to
jump-start my car for 30 minutes at midnight
in the freezing cold.
From a girl who knows nothing about cars,
but is very grateful.
An “I-hope-to-see-you-soon” pat to the
snowstorm coming this weekend.
From a senior who already bought 10
bottles of wine.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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JMU’s constant emails will continue
for the next 100,000 years
By matt murphy
The Breeze

Inboxes of JMU students are riddled with hundreds of messages from the
JMU mail server regarding countless things that don’t apply to them. Perhaps
for the competitive breakdancing, cross-country water skiing, service fraternity
member, these messages may be relevant. However, for most others, they’re
neither pertinent nor avoidable.
This trend is slated to continue, for better or for worse, for at least the next
100,000 years.
As the polar icecaps melt and the Earth’s climate slowly becomes unsuitable
for human life, we’ll likely still have emails from JMU until the very end. The next
1,000 centuries will be infused with daily extraneous study abroad information
and surveys about the library.
Humans will begin to die off because of food shortages and widespread conflict,
but comfort for their passing will always be around in the form of mass university
email.

ashleigh balsamo | sophisticated sass

recommendation of the week
TV: “Gossip Girl” (2007 - 12)
6 seasons (all on Netflix)
kelsey harding / the breeze

Have you ever wondered what it would be
like to live the lavish life of an Upper Eastsider? While it’s a lifestyle most of us will
never get to experience, there’s a way to dive
headfirst into the luxurious world full of
money, power, sabotage and more: “Gossip
Girl.”
While the show may have been on air from
2007 to 2012, I just discovered it’s glory last
month. “Gossip Girl” is, as the narrator would
put it, “your one and only source into the
scandalous lives of Manhattan’s elite.”
Centered around it-girl Serena van der
Woodsen (Blake Lively), queen bee Blair
Waldorf (Leighton Meester), the powerful
Chuck Bass (Ed Westwick), nice guy Nate
Archibald (Chace Crawford) and outsider Dan
Humphrey (Penn Badgley), the show follows
these characters from high school well into

their adult lives as an anonymous blogger
exposes their every secret.
These people aren’t saints, but they stick
together throughout all six seasons to try to
expose Gossip Girl and free themselves from
her online wrath. If I’ve learned anything
from this show, it’s that the power of sabotage
is strong, but the bond among friends is
stronger, and there’s not much these friends
wouldn’t do to protect each other at all costs.
While the show can be far-fetched at times,
the fascinating characters and intense drama
make “Gossip Girl” a binge-worthy choice
(trust me, I would know — I watched all six
seasons in a few weeks). Whether it’s the
relationships, scheming or cliff-hangers that
keep you watching, this is definitely a show
you won’t want to turn off.
I know you’ll love it. Xoxo.

Grace blackburn | caffeinated concepts

Get out and vote
Citizens need to understand the importance of primary elections
Whenever an election
beyond the political party binary. Rather than
year comes around, the
just identifying as Democrat or Republican,
U.S. begins its laborious
the array of candidates within a single party
10-month countdown. It
allow voters a chance to explore variations
seems we’re resigned to
within political dogma that more closely align
a year of constant buzz
with their personal beliefs. In this way, the
about fluctuating poll
primaries give voters a choice to pick the best
numbers that hold no
possible candidate, rather than just settling
real meaning for us until
for “good enough” in the general election.
the final culmination in
In American’s two-party system, the
November. But in truth, the process begins
primaries are one of our only chances to
much sooner — in Virginia, it’s this year’s
define our political beliefs beyond the broad
March 1 primary.
and widely interpreted parameters of each
In 2012, 66.1 percent of Virginians turned
side. They’re our chance to pick a candidate
out to vote in the presidential election, while
who we truly think would be the best choice
only 4.6 percent voted in the primary. Though for president rather than apathetically going
public awareness of the primaries may be
with the person we hate the least on the
lower and people may be less inclined to
general election ballot.
vote for something that
Sure, you could write in
isn’t directly linked to
an unnamed candidate,
public office, that doesn’t
but their chances of
mean the primaries aren’t
winning are practically
significant in the election
nonexistent.
process.
College students have
Even though neither
notoriously low voter
of the candidates who
turnout rates, but it’s
win the primaries
time to change that trend.
is guaranteed the
The candidates who take
presidency, it’s unlikely
office now are setting
that someone who isn’t
the national structure for
on the ballot will win the
the economic and social
election. Once the two
realities we’ll be thrown
major candidates have
into as we begin our adult
kelsey harding / the breeze
been determined, it’s
lives. Politics matter to us
pretty certain that one or the other will be
now more than ever and we can’t afford to
the victor. If you want a broader selection
ignore it any more.
of possible candidates, that’s where the
By informing ourselves politically and
primaries become significant.
making the effort to vote at every possible
The primaries often draw the line between
opportunity, we can collectively affect change
those who are politically informed and those
that will shape the world of our burgeoning
who feel a political obligation. Someone
careers.
who votes in the primaries likely supports
The candidates themselves are just as
a particular candidate based on their
important as which political party is in office,
campaign platform; someone who only votes
and by voting in both the primary and the
in the general election may just be checking
general election, we can give ourselves a
a box based on party affiliation rather than
voice in all aspects of the political cycle.
knowledge of a specific politician’s relative
merit.
Grace Blackburn is a junior media arts and
During the election cycle, the primaries
design major. Contact Grace at blackbge@
offer an opportunity for individual choice
dukes.jmu.edu.

As the dark void that’s destined to consume us all tightly grips our reality,
humanity will perish under the force of nothingness. Gaps in the fabric of space
and time will swallow our pillars of rationality and science and all that’ll remain
will be some notifications from the JMU information technology department.
Though some may find this dismal, others seem to embrace the idea of
receiving emails even after their death.
“Death is a scary thought,” one university senior said. “So it comforts me to
know that I’ll still have the ability to send random administrative emails to my
spam folder up until my passing.”
JMU’s emails also have way more positive aspects than most people realize.
Oftentimes, spending a few hours sifting through junk messages from your
college can be very therapeutic. You can even enliven your competitive spirit by
challenging your friends to see who has more deleted emails.
The possibilities are endless if you just add a bit of creative flair into the
humdrum of being barraged with information every morning.
Contact Matt Murphy at murph4ma@dukes.jmu.edu.

anne hardrick | contributing columnist

The selfishness
inherent in capitalism
and politics is
supposed to drive the
system, but is instead
shredding it to pieces
Our nation has grown up comfortable facing: global climate change. Both the
in its selfish doctrines on the premise of
people and our political leaders have
the social contract. We acknowledge
grown so used to looking out for our
that we’re creatures wired to watch out
own interests that we refuse to fully
for ourselves and our own, but we’re
acknowledge when our collective
comfortable with this idea because
interests are diminishing in front of our
government becomes the great
eyes.
equalizer, leveling the playing field and
It’s a widely cited statistic that there
ensuring our safety and relative comfort
is a 99 percent consensus among
from the lawlessness of the wild.
environmental scientists that global
Our ease with this selfishness and our climate change is occurring, and
assurance that a democratic system is
furthermore that it’s a manmade
the most virtuous system possible act as
disaster. But to borrow from Al Gore,
blinders, keeping us from
climate change is indeed an
understanding how dysfunctional it’s
inconvenient truth: in politics, in our
made our hallowed democracy. In fact,
personal lives and certainly in business.
our own selfish motivations weaken the
Volkswagen was recently punished
rules and policies we debate and adhere for fraud, having evaded emissions tests
to, and though many have pointed out
in its diesel engines. This was obviously
the flaws of selfish thinking, nothing
done for profit purposes on the part of
seems to change.
VW, ignoring any consequences to the
The first, and probably most obvious,
world at large, when in truth diesel is a
effect of this selfishness is the great
relatively dirty fuel, especially when
re-election cycle. In an era of TV and
used consistently at the low speeds of
the Internet, where most voters will
city traffic. China is now facing
probably never see political candidates
dangerous levels of polluted smog and,
of any kind give a speech in person,
in Italy, officials have even begun
campaigns have become increasingly
measures to limit the use of personal
professionalized, and
cars on its streets to
voters apathetic.
combat this problem.
The allure of
Part of the reason
We keep hearing stories
for this is because
of sea levels rising — the
money and selfsenators and
Marshall Islands, for one,
interest, in theory,
representatives from
have fallen victim to a
the House can serve
creeping, rising tide level
keeps a capitalist
unlimited terms, so the
that’s threatening its
economy running.
re-election potential is
inhabitants’ way of life.
endless. Especially in
Even the ice sheet of
But in reality,
the House, with short,
Greenland is melting at a
it’s much more
2-year terms,
rate of 287 billion tons of
candidates barely have
ice every year, due to
complicated
time to address the
warming temperatures
than that.
real issues and
that have even been
concerns of their
noticed by everyday
constituents before
people in the Northern
they have to start
Hemisphere. Yet we still
fundraising, schmoozing donors and, of
refuse to take action on this, and many,
course, honoring the interests of the
especially in the Republican Party,
corporations that have agreed to back
continue to deny that climate change is
them.
even an issue. This isn’t because of
This system is inherently flawed, and
simple ignorance or stupidity; it’s a
for obvious reasons. Without a set
calculated political statement designed
amount of time to accomplish their
to serve the interests of industries that
goals and serve the people, our
would have to spend vast amounts of
representatives in Congress are, by
money to change their harmful outputs.
nature of selfishness and the system
So, in a word, selfishness.
that allows it, always looking out for
The allure of money and self-interest,
their next re-election. Congressmen and in theory, keeps a capitalist economy
women have lost the trust of the
running. But in reality, it’s much more
American people by looking out for
complicated than that.
themselves and serving the good of
We’re currently in danger of an
campaign finance.
unprecedented tragedy of the
There’s a quote that says,
commons, in which self-interested
“Government is not reason, it is not
actors like greedy politicians and
eloquence, it is force: like fire, a
companies, and disaffected Americans
troublesome servant and a fearful
unwilling to sacrifice their way of life are
master. Never for a moment should it be eroding the honesty of our political
left to irresponsible action.”
system and even our environment at
Eschewing congressional term limits
large.
allows for a selfish and corrupt political
Unless we can throw away this
system, where nothing is ideology and
self-interest, we may wake up to find
everything is money and power, to
that we have nothing left.
flourish and demean the true spirit of
democracy.
Anne Hardrick is a senior English
The same spirit of selfishness
major. Contact Anne at hardriam@
pervades another issue our world is
dukes.jmu.edu.
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DOWN

MARSHAL RIGGS / THE BREEZE

According to Bobby Lifka, a kinesiology professor at JMU, one’s body should form a straight line from their ears to their heels — keeping the backpack high and snug will aid in retaining the line.

Some students can fit almost a quarter of their body weight in their backpacks, some suffer minor health issues
By ERIKA BRENT
contributing writer

Lopes said.
Bobby Lifka, a kinesiology professor at JMU, said one’s ears, shoulders, hips and heels
should all form a vertical line and keeping the backpack high and snug will allow that.
How heavy do backpacks get at JMU?
“People underestimate the importance of good, solid core strength,” Lifka said. “It’s that
Elena Spriggs, a senior international business major holds the record among 11 sur- middle part of our body that’s taking the brunt and supporting all of this motion that we
veyed. She weighs 98.9 pounds. Instead of using a backpack, Spriggs uses a 7-by-10-inch do day in and day out, so we need to treat it right.“
Lifka suggests taking out a single textbook or binder to carry.
Coach bag, packed to the brim and weighing 18 pounds.
Then there’s the so-called trendiness of wearing a backpack low-slung.
That’s nearly one-fifth of her weight.
“I used to wear my backpack lower because I thought it looked cool, but then my back
“Sometimes the bag is so full that I feel like I’m going to fall over,” Spriggs said.
Nathan Baker, a junior business major, said his usually heavy backpack makes his shoul- started to hurt,” senior computer information systems major Nick Ciesla said. “Once I
ders get a little tight.
adjusted the straps higher, I noticed a difference. It’s been a lot better
“Sometimes it’s so bad that it makes me want to hire a masseuse,”
ever since.”
Baker said.
“I’ll never buy a rolling
As far as using one strap or two, 11 students said they typically carry
What’s in these backpacks?
their backpacks up and down hills around campus between two and
backpack,
though.
Laptops, notebooks, textbooks, folders, binders and computer
three hours a day. Ten of the 11 use both straps, but one said otherIt’s not swag.”
chargers are the most common items. While some may assume that
wise — and pays for it.
laptops are the heaviest, that’s incorrect.
“My right shoulder always hurts because I find myself one-shoulAustin O’Toole
According to each retailer, the standard 15-inch Macbook weighs
dering all the time,” sophomore CIS major Monica Naderi-Colon said.
senior computer
4.5 pounds and the 15-inch HP Pavilion weighs 4.9 pounds.
So, how heavy is too heavy?
information systems major
The heaviest textbooks weighed were “Intermediate Accounting” at
The weight of a person’s backpack should all depend on their height,
6.6 pounds and “Corporations, Partnerships, Estates and Trusts” at 5
weight and overall body makeup. The maximum should be between 10
pounds. Each are required texts for the average JMU business major.
and 20 percent of a person’s weight, according to Lifka.
Many backpacks come with a waist strap to distribute the weight
“Being mindful of your posture could allow an individual to carry
to the hips, where it belongs.
more, but not much,” says Lifka.
The more fit you are, the more weight you can bear.
Of the 11 students queried, only one said he uses it. Most called it “pointless” and
“embarrassing.”
Kevin Kolb, a junior from Princeton, New Jersey, does pilates every Tuesday and
Austin O’Toole, a senior computer information systems major, said he can tell that Thursday.
“My back doesn’t usually hurt, but I can see how it could hurt for someone who isn’t
using the strap makes a difference.
“My back doesn’t usually hurt, but if it does, it’s because I was walking a long distance,” in shape like me,” Kolb said.
O’Toole said. “I’ll never buy a rolling backpack, though. It’s not swag.”
While staying in shape in college isn’t easy, it’s the best thing students can do if they’re
Flavia Lopes, a senior special education major, recently switched from a backpack to a among the heavy backpack crowd. In the words of senior accounting major Matthew
shoulder bag after a strap on her backpack broke in the middle of the Quad.
Hoover, “keep it light and tight.”
Would she consider a rolling backpack?
“Hell no! Those things are so weird and my friends would make fun of me so hard,” CONTACT Erika Brent at brenten@dukes.jmu.edu.

‘Hungry’ bug makes its way to JMU
A chat with the director of ‘A Very Hungry Caterpillar,’ a stage adaptation of the children’s classic short story
By EMMY FREEDMAN
The Breeze

The Mermaid Theatre of Nova Scotia has been bringing children’s stories to life
with the help of puppets since 1972. The company tours across the world year-round
and will be performing an adaptation of three Eric Carle stories, including “The Very
Hungry Caterpillar,” in Forbes’ Mainstage Theatre this Sunday at 1 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Jim Morrow, the Mermaid Theatre’s artistic director, offered some insight on the
upcoming performance.
Can you tell me about this production — “The Very Hungry Caterpillar?”
There are three stories that we’ve adapted by Eric Carle, a very famous American children’s author and illustrator. His most famous book is “The Very Hungry Caterpillar.”
We placed that story with two others, [“Little Cloud”] and “The
Mixed-Up Chameleon” … So far we’ve adapted seven of Eric’s
books to date. They tour together in various combinations. So,
combined, those three stories make up our play and so we created this performance piece in 1999 and it’s been touring the
world ever since, to children and their families, mostly throughout North America, but also in Asia, Europe and Mexico.
How did you decide on JMU?
The way this works is we offer shows to theaters and they
get into contact with our agents in Toronto and those that are
interested make arrangements with us and this happens about
a year in advance of the tour because the tour is between four
to nine months long. So the arrangements for this venue have
been made for a long time and then we drive to their theater
en route from another.

So they’re pretty big?
Well, yes, some are big. The caterpillar is probably 3 feet in length. It has two rods — one
coming out of the top part of its body and the other at the bottom. The performer holds
onto those rods and moves it like a caterpillar across the stage. Performers are dressed
in black and you don’t see them. They perform in a darkened environment and they’re
dressed in black and we project ultraviolet light onto the stage so it all glows. It looks like
magic, basically. When the kids are watching the show, they’re not seeing the performers so it looks like the objects are moving across the stage by themselves. It’s very cool.

How did you decide to adapt his books?
It was a collective decision. We were looking for a book that would be popular with
children and audiences across the world and Eric’s works have been
translated into 30-odd languages so children are reading his books
around the world. And because we tour globally, our choice of material has to satisfy audiences everywhere. And he was the perfect
choice for a number of reasons. One, his books are amazingly beautiful. They tell very simple and elegant stories. He is a true artist.
He has a great connection with a child’s mind. And even though his
stories are simple, there’s a lot going on. Little children between 2
and 6 really respond positively to Eric’s stories and so we thought
it would be natural for us since we are a company who celebrate
storybooks and puppetry as an art form. We thought it’d be an ideal
choice for us to promote reading and puppetry. So we contacted Eric
and his people and they readily agreed to allow us to adapt his work.
It’s truly astonishing for us. He’s a genius because he not only writes
COURTESY OF MERMAID THEATRE OF NOVA SCOTIA [his] books but also illustrates them. He creates beautiful pages of
art out of a collage. I’ve seen his work in progress. I actually have a
piece of his artwork in my office.

Can you talk about the puppets used in the show?
Well, when I say puppets, it starts with looking at the books and trying how to figure out
how we’re going to best perform them. Then I set about how to best design the show and
adapt the storybooks into a full stage production, and in that process figure out how large
the characters are going to be and what they’re going to be made from, how they’ll be built
and so what we do is, we develop movable sculptures and then we add broad superstring or
wires — whatever is needed to move them. Once the performer picks them up and moves
them, that’s when they become puppets. But they begin as sculptures. So they’re not traditional puppets, like a marionette, they’re basically sculptures that we use as puppets.

Does the Mermaid Theatre work with other storybooks?
We’re in the business for adapting books for children. Our most famous ones include
Eric’s works, but also the work of Leo Lionni, one of Eric’s contemporaries. “Swimmy” is
one. “Frederick” is another. Like the Eric Carle adaptations, we took three of Leo’s books
and created a play around those three stories. We’ve adapted “Goodnight Moon” and “The
Runaway Bunny,” which is touring across America.
CONTACT Emmy Freedman at freedmee@dukes.jmu.edu.
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WONDER | The experience
begins when you walk in the store

KELSEY HARDING / THE BREEZE

JAMES ALLEN / THE BREEZE

JAMES ALLEN / THE BREEZE

TOP Wonder Records has sections of guitars for sale. LEFT The storefront of Wonder Records, a
downtown music shop that shares a space with a local skate shop. RIGHT Vintage amps are also
available at the store. BOTTOM Cassettes, one of the store’s main products, on display in the store.
from front

Daniel Hostetter, a graduate student
and accounting major, said. “I’ll often
students to discover the subtle nuanc- buy a record that a complete stranger
es that are lost when listening to music recommended to me, and every time I
digitally.
play that LP, I remember our conversa“Records allow for a more immertion vividly.”
sive and authentic experience with
Not only do vinyl records create
the music,” John
new friendships in
Spulak, a sophorecord stores, but they
“My father always
more political
allow people to form
immersed me in
science major,
a bond over a shared
records and the music.” listening experience,
said. “Record
sleeves, often lined
which is often lost
Elliot Downs
with pictures and
when one plugs their
Owner of Wonder Records
lyrics, bring a cool
headphones into an
physical element
iPod. Downs credthat you lose when
its this experience as
listening to an
playing an important
MP3.”
role in building the close relationship
For Wonder Records customers,
he had with his father as a child.
this experience doesn’t begin when
“My father always immersed me
the purchaser puts the needle to the
in records and the music,” Downs
record, but rather the second the
said. “It was a big part of us and our
shopper walks into the store.
bond growing up.”
“When you walk into the store, you
share a common interest with the CONTACT Sammy Criscitello
strangers and can form a special bond,” at criscisj@dukes.jmu.edu.

REDEFINE SOCIAL.
Resort Style Pool • Basketball Courts • Volleyball Courts • Fully Furnished
Study Lounge with free wifi •

24 Hour Clubhouse • 24 Hour Fitness Center

Complementary Tanning • Pet Friendly • Coffee Bar

1191 Devon Lane

www.livetheharrison.com

540-432-1001
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Junior guard Jackson Kent and sophomore guard Joey McLean are both products of High Point Christian Academy in High Point, North Carolina. Both players were All-State in their senior seasons.

From High Point to Harrisonburg

Two North Carolina natives use the court to continue building a relationship that started long before JMU
By Peter Cagno
The Breeze

T

he world of college basketball
recruiting is getting more and more
competitive with each passing
season. Some of the top high school
recruits are getting noticed as early as their
sophomore season. The growing demand
for the cream-of-the-crop can take its toll
on college coaches, and some are finding
solace in returning to schools where they
had previously recruited players, particularly
high-caliber programs.
JMU men’s basketball head coach
Matt Brady is an advocate for this style of
recruiting.
“Especially if they’re from great high
school teams, if we can see one player and go
back and get another, that’s great,” Brady said.
The specific players referenced in this
scenario are junior guard Jackson Kent and
sophomore guard Joey McLean. Both guards
played for head coach Brandon Clifford at
High Point Christian Academy in High Point,
North Carolina.
High Point Christian currently ranks No. 17
in the country and No. 1 in the state of North
Carolina according to MaxPreps.com.
But Kent’s high school basketball
experience didn’t start there. After playing
two seasons for his father, Robert Kent, at
Page High School in Greensboro, North
Carolina, Kent transferred to HPCA to gain
more exposure to college coaches at a top-tier
program.
“It was a good experience,” Kent said. “We
went to some national tournaments and
played against some really good competition
and it gave me another year to develop as a
player.”
In his two seasons at the academy, Kent
helped lead the Cougars to a 55-9 record and

was fun,” Kent said. “We clicked really well
a state semifinal appearance.
on the court together and we still do, and it’s
The recruiting process was not as smooth
really grown since we’ve been here.”
for McLean as it was for Kent. Kent’s
Since his freshman season, Kent has
contributions at HPCA got him noticed
seen an increase in nearly every statistical
by Brady early, but McLean went mostly
category. After starting in only four games his
unnoticed to many of the college scouts until
first season, Kent has now started in all but
his senior season.
one game this season.
“Joey really developed a lot his senior
Brady believes that Kent has come a long
season, they both had good senior seasons
but Jackson we got early and Joey we got late,” way in several aspects of the game since his
first start, but also believes that he isn’t quite
Brady said.
done developing.
The continued success of HPCA drew
“I think Jackson
Brady back
has developed a lot
to grab the
“We clicked really well on the court
as a player,” Brady
illustrious
together and we still do, and it’s really
said. “What we need
guard.
him to be is a more
“Definitely
grown since we’ve been here.”
confident offensive
coming from a
Joey McLean
player.”
program that
Sophomore guard
Kent has seen
just graduated
his field goal
five Division
percentage jump
I players, I
from .367 to .374,
think a lot of
and his three-point field goal percentage go
coaches caught on and started to realize how
from .308 to .364 over the past three seasons.
good Joey was,” Kent said.
“I’m really hopeful that he can keep
Both McLean and Kent immediately took a
making improvements, just in terms of
liking to JMU and Brady’s program.
confidence,” Brady said. “Because his skill
“I really liked the way he viewed me as a
level is good enough to score anywhere from
player,” Kent said. “I liked the way the team
12-18 points in any one game.”
played and I liked the culture he was trying to
McLean, on the other hand, certainly has
build here as well.”
facets of his game that need some work, but
McLean describes feeling overwhelmed
confidence surely isn’t one of them.
toward the end of his senior season as the
“He’s completely unencumbered
coaches vying for his commitment started to
circumstance or environment, and it’s really
increase.
kind of remarkable,” Brady said. “Whether
“I didn’t think I was a big-time player,”
we’re at home or on the road, playing in front
McLean said. Both Kent and McLean were
of a big crowd or no crowd, [he] just plays.”
All-State in their senior seasons.
Brady compared McLean and Kent — both
The transition to success on the court
as good, strong players, but certain skill areas
for the duo from high school to college
still need some tweaking.
was anything but seamless, but has since
“[McLean] has confidence on offense,
developed into something special.
the issue is to try to get him to continue
“Playing with Joey at High Point Christian

developing on defense the way Jackson has,”
Brady said. “Joey’s impact on our team is
really significant when we put him in the
game, we just need him to play a full game on
both sides.”
McLean’s field goal percentage and
3-point field goal percentage has also
increased in his two seasons, from .395 to .417
and from .326 to .372, respectively.
McLean and Kent both agree that they
aren’t done developing, as there’s still much
work to be done in multiple aspects, though
they have seen significant personal gains.
Kent noted that he has adjusted a lot to the
speed and physicality of college basketball,
while McLean described his proliferation in
ball handling and shooting.
The sophomore also had some words
about his elder teammate.
“Jackson has always been a scorer, but I
think his mentality has grown a lot since high
school,” McLean said. “He’s also grown a lot
in height. He wasn’t always as tall as he is
now.”
As it stands now, the Dukes are 14-5
overall and are 4-2 in the Colonial Athletic
Association and lodged in the middle of a
six-way tie for first place. The Dukes next face
conference foe Drexel University on Thursday
in the Convocation Center at 7 p.m.
The Dukes have struggled at home this
year — four of their five losses have been at
the Convo — but Brady thinks that his team
has held up its end of the bargain to get
students to the games.
“I think that we have put ourselves in the position to keep the group entertained,” Brady said.
“We have to play consistently, we have to play
unselfishly and we have to play for the people in
the stands more than we’re playing for ourselves.”
Contact Peter Cagno at
breezesports@gmail.com.

Dom-inating the classroom
Former JMU offensive lineman Dominick Richards has ammassed accolades both on and off the football field
senior years,” Richards said.
The sentiment of getting off to a superb start in college remains ideal, but, in reality,
many freshman show up unprepared for the challenges and time commitment that comes
with college-level courses. Richards thanks his parents for helping him arrive prepared for
Dominick Richards fits the bill of a typical football player: he’s big, strong and athletic.
immediate successes in college.
The 6-foot-4-inch former JMU offensive lineman weighs a massive 290 pounds, while
“I have great examples for parents, they kind of guided me along the way,” Richards
still moving nimbly when making quick work of incoming defensive lineman. Even with the
said. “My dad was a student athlete at Fordham University and my mom, she also went to
ideal build for an offensive lineman and tremendous success under the lights at Bridgeforth
college, had plenty of tips for me.”
Stadium, Richards actually shines brightest in the classroom.
Richards describes himself as a quiet leader who prefers to lead by example, however he
While Richards has helped guide JMU’s offense to record-setting seasons these past
couple of years, he continues to rack up the academic accolades too. For the second-straight does try to let younger teammates onto his most important tip for success: ask for help.
“I’m not afraid to ask for help and that’s the biggest thing that I try to tell younger kids,”
fall season, the health sciences major took home the JMU Athletic Director’s ScholarRichards said. “You know, ask for help, people are on that campus, they’re a pleasure to
Athlete award. He was also named a Football Championship Subdivision Athletic Directors
talk to, everyone’s nice. Ask for help whenever you need it, they’ll guide you from there.
Association Academic All-Star this year while earning a 3.70 cumulative GPA over his career
Athletically it’s the same exact thing. You gotta ask the coaches for help, lean on your
at JMU.
teammates. By doing that, that’s how I’ve found the success that
“Division I athletics and being at a college like James Madison
I have.”
isn’t easy,” Richards said. “It’s been something I’ve literally
“He’s probably one of the best to ever
By generating successes both between the lines in Bridgeforth
worked on since the first day I got there.”
be center at JMU simply because of
and inside of the classroom, Richards made a lasting impression
Fans of collegiate athletics are accustomed to seeing their
on not only his younger teammates, but also the veterans.
favorite superstars dominate on the field, but many are not
what he has done on and off the field.”
“He’s probably one of the best to ever be center at JMU simply
familiar with the rigors of being a student athlete. The awards
because of what he has done on and off the field,” Lee said. “It’s
Vad Lee
given to Richards serve as a reminder of his hard work.
been amazing.”
Former quarterback
“People on TV don’t see a student athlete sitting in a library
With such tremendous success during his time as a Duke,
at 11:00 at night on a Thursday,” Richards said. “They don’t see
Richards has peaked the interest of members of the professional
someone studying on a bus ride on a four-hour trip to an away
football ranks. Last week he spent time in Bedford, Texas, for
game, so it is nice to get those accolades and I do sincerely
the College Gridiron Showcase & Symposium. The event involved football drills as well as
appreciate it.”
interviews with various scouts and executives of professional teams.
Although Richards has repeatedly earned prestigious academic honors, he doesn’t make
“There was a practice on Monday, a practice Tuesday and a scrimmage on Wednesday,”
a big deal out of them. This comes as no surprise to his teammates who know him as a quiet
Richards said. “In between there was pretty much getting tested and getting measurements
leader.
from teams, NFL, CFL. Also, at night there would be about a two-hour interval when teams
“He’s not a guy that needed coaches to watch over him, he’s not a guy that brags a lot
would pull you aside and ask you some questions, try to get to know you.”
about making an ‘A’ in a class or anything like that,” former JMU quarterback Vad Lee said.
The goal for Richards is to make it to the NFL, but he knows that if it doesn’t work out with
“It’s more of him just being a quiet assassin.”
his brawn he’ll always have his brain to fall back on.
When Richards arrived in Harrisonburg as a freshman, he stayed true to form by getting
“I’m a guy that’s always put academics first,” Richards said. “So to have the success that I’ve
straight to business and he credits those early academic successes for some of his recent
had in athletics and to be able to kind of lean back on my academics is a good feeling.”
awards.
“I always believed that my first year or two years that I was down at JMU, you know,
getting as good of a GPA as I could helped me so much for the stricter and harder junior and Contact Bennett Conlin at conlinbf@dukes.jmu.edu.
By Bennett Conlin
The Breeze
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Houston | New coach led The Citadel to Southern Conference title
from front

from the Football Bowl Subdivision Southeastern
Conference and an advancement into the second
round of the FCS Playoffs.
Houston’s performance last season earned him
the title of Southern Conference Coach of the Year.
He went 14-11 in two seasons at The Citadel, and
was the only coach in program history to win a
conference title within his first two seasons.
Prior to that, Houston was head coach at
Lenoir-Rhyne University, a Division II program
that he led to a 29-8 record in three seasons,
winning the South Atlantic Conference championship each year. Lenoir-Rhyne advanced to the
national championship game his final season.
“I think I’ve won at every level I’ve been at,
and I’m not trying to sound egotistical saying
that,” Houston said. “I think I have a formula for
success.”
The first thing that didn’t go as planned for
Houston was that he didn’t always see coaching
collegiate football as an option in his future.
When did he?
In 1994, “when I got denied admission to med
school,” Houston said with a laugh during Tuesday’s press conference in front of a crowded
Bridgeforth Stadium Club.
Another thing unexpected to Houston — he
wasn’t out searching for a new job this season.
“I’ve never taken a job with the intention of
looking at another job, and I was not looking for

another job this year,” Houston said. “JMU is, for to speak with many of our committed recruits
us, the perfect fit. I have no intentions on being and I feel very comfortable with the players that
here for the short term. Mr. Bourne and I talked we have right now coming into this program and
extensively about establishing some stability in we’re looking to add to that in the next several
the program.”
weeks of the recruiting season,” Houston said.
In order to establish stability for this coming
Houston first met with the current team on
season alone, one pressing issue is hiring an assis- Tuesday morning, and said he was impressed
tant coaching staff. Houston feels, with JMU’s and character was evident. One of the other things
reputation, there are plenty of viable candidates. Houston explained on the top of his list is start“We’re working on
ing to nurture relationships
finalizing the coaching “Mr. Bourne and I talked
with the current players. It
staff and having everyseems it could go without
extensively
about
establishing
one in place as soon as
saying, but the feeling is a
possible,” Houston said. some stability in the program.”
two-way street.
“Even though I’m trying
“Just from meeting him
to go about this fairly Mike Houston
this morning and just from
quickly, I’m not going JMU head coach
watching the press conference, he brings a lot of
to put getting in a hurry
positive energy,” redshirt
ahead of bringing in the
junior linebacker Gage
right men to lead our
young men. My emphasis with putting together Steele said. “The basic thing is we just want to get
a staff is going to be based more on what kind of to know him better as a person, that’s the biggest
character men I can bring in here to surround our thing. The whole coaching and stuff like that will
players with.”
come later on … as a person he seems like we’re
Figuring out recruiting logistics is another definitely going to get along and he’s hungry to
pressing, and perhaps a more time-crunched make this program better than what it was left
issue. National Signing Day for this year’s recruits out as.”
is Feb. 3. In his introductory press conference at
For more experienced players like Steele, this
Texas State, Withers said that JMU had 17 commits is the third coach at JMU they have played under:
for this year’s recruiting class. Houston thinks the Houston, Withers and Mickey Matthews. But the
Dukes are up to the challenge.
Dukes are in good shape.
“I’ve had an opportunity in the last 24 hours
“It’s just going to be another learning

experience,” Steele said. “We know how to adapt
to it.”
At The Citadel, Houston ran the triple-option
offense. However, at JMU he will continue with
the program’s spread-style offense — shotgun
formation based with a balanced run and pass
attack.
“I’m really happy about the offensive thing,”
wide receiver Brandon Ravenel said. “I love the
fact that he’s dedicated to making us a better program, and not just football-wise but making us
better as people.”
On the defensive side of the ball, where JMU
saw more struggles last season, Houston plans
for a flexible unit operating in both the 4-2-5 and
3-4 with man and zone pressures. As far as both
offense and defense goes, Houston guarantees
one thing.
“One thing I can promise you is that we’re
going to be a hard-nosed, tough, physical football team on both sides of the ball,” Houston said.
“That’s been the trademark of every team I’ve
ever coached and that is going to be the trademark here.”
Something that was more planned — according
to Bourne, Houston first flashed on JMU’s radar
early in the fall, and this radar was right on target.
“He’s got a lot to do, but he is the man for the
job, trust me,” Bourne said.
Contact Richie Bozek at
breezesports@gmail.com.

Kelsey Harding / The Breeze

Urec | Students share their experiences as recreation adventure leaders
from front

have really actually happened today at this race,’ and so it was a
good several days for me of really processing that.”
For deBrun, outdoor adventure is a lifestyle, not a hobby. He
trains adventure trip leaders for UREC — students who guide
hikes, kayaking, canoeing and backpacking.
His favorite activity depends on the season, but soon, when
the weather drops below freezing, it’ll be ice climbing, which is
similar to rock climbing but requires hand-held metal axes and
shoes with spikes.
As a family man, deBrun can’t go out on multi-day rock climbing trips as often as he used to, but he compensates with a climbing
wall he built himself in his garage.
His two sons, who are 8 and 3 years old, are slowly learning to
embrace the lifestyle he loves so much.
“The 3-year-old, still not so much, but the 8-year-old, he’ll climb
our climbing wall,” deBrun said. “We always get out and ride some
mountain bike trails or do a little climbing together.”
When it comes to training adventure trip leaders for UREC, deBrun came up with the idea for the students to lead themselves
on a five-day backpacking trip. When he first took over, either he
or a senior trip leader would guide the new ones along, but he
decided that a “Lord of the Flies”-style of leadership would be a
better approach.
“When you send out somebody who’s in charge, then the
students are always going to look to that person to make the decisions,” deBrun said. “So if you remove the idea of one person being
in charge, then the responsibility for leadership trickles down to
everybody.”
One year, soaked, newly trained adventurers hiked 20 miles to
find shelter after hours of rain. It had taken them all day to settle
down for a rest, and as far as they knew, no other group had to
suffer through such a feat.
But this is just part of their job. After completing a two-day
course of Wilderness First Aid, the new leaders went on a weeklong backpacking trip in Shenandoah National Park to complete
their training.

For many of those leaders, this is more than just a fun job. Last
year, during spring break, deBrun led a student trip to Patagonia, a sparsely populated region in South America. Years before
that, a few students accompanied deBrun and his former boss to
Washington state to climb Mt. Rainier, which at 14,409 feet is the
17th-highest peak in the U.S.
“The way I see it is, we’re on a trip together and the trip lasts four
years, sometimes more, while they’re here in school,” deBrun said.
In order to become a trip leader, students usually start by working at the challenge course, which combines climbing, ziplining
and, for some, fear-conquering.

“The way I see it is, we’re on a trip together
and the trip lasts four years, sometimes
more, while they’re here in school.”
Guy B. deBrun

assistant director of UREC team
and adventure programs

Ryan Murray, a senior sports and recreation management
major, is the student manager of the challenge course. He makes
sure the staff is fully up to date on all training and safety procedures. He also leads events like adapted sports day, when people
with physical and mental disabilities complete the course. People in wheelchairs can be strapped in on a seat, along with other
modifications.
“I come out here and clip in and put all my gear on as if it’s nothing,” Murray said. “Some people don’t have those opportunities,
so it’s pretty neat” to help them experience the same adventures,
Murray added.
The adaptable sports day was just one of many positive experiences Murray’s had working with the adventure team.
Katelyn Colvin has been a trip leader for two years. As a senior
communication sciences and disorders major, she admits that the
job “has nothing to do with my major,” but it doesn’t matter. She

does it for love of the outdoors.
She leads about two to six trips per semester, taking students
hiking, canoeing or even whitewater kayaking. One of her most
memorable trips was guiding incoming freshmen on a Madison
Orientation Adventure Trip.
Colvin taught the new students how to build a campfire, put
together their own tents and cook food out in the wilderness.
“They were fun,” Colvin said. “They were really nervous at first,
really talkative towards the end though. I couldn’t get them to
be quiet.”
On another trip, Colvin led a group of students up Old Rag, a
popular hike that takes about six to eight hours to complete.
“We had to rest a few times, which was fine,” Colvin said. “They
really had to push themselves to finish it.”
With her training, Colvin can volunteer as a medic for local
races. This past fall, she, deBrun and a few other trip leaders volunteered at the Shenandoah Mountain 100 — the same race where
deBrun dealt with his first wilderness fatality.
Colvin didn’t deal with anything as extreme as a death, but she
had to deal with other injuries. Toward the end of the race, at
around 8 p.m., a racer came to the medic tent with a swollen elbow
that Colvin could best describe as “gnarly.”
“He was in this state of delirium and he had no idea really what
happened to him, and so he was like, ‘Yeah, I just need a few band
aids, I’m good,’” Colvin said. “I looked at his elbow and it was just
completely gushing blood.”
After the race, deBrun informed Colvin and the rest of the
student volunteers of the death and skipped the celebratory afterparty to spend time with his family. Due to deBrun’s absence from
the party, the rest of the volunteers, many of whom were students
like Colvin, realized the severity of the situation.
Though this is the lifestyle they’ve all embraced, they have to
accept the risks of their adventures.
“It really puts us in our place,” Colvin said. “We love what we do
here in the outdoors, we have some awesome adventure sports that
we’re a part of, and you just never know what’s going to happen.”
Contact Robyn Smith at breezearts.com.

Predicting the playoffs
Weighing in on this weekend’s NFL Conference Championships

By Peter Cagno
The Breeze

AFC Championship: New England Patriots at Denver Broncos, Sunday 3:05 p.m. EST
I accurately predicted the Broncos to beat the Steelers on Sunday, which they did (barely),
but I was wrong in selecting the Chiefs to advance. Granted I only picked the Chiefs to beat
the Patriots because, let’s face it, who doesn’t always root against the Patriots. But, I digress.
Returning to the AFC Championship game for the fifth straight time, Tom Brady and the
Patriots will most likely find themselves in the Super Bowl for the second consecutive year.
They’re just too good to lose to a lackluster Denver team who has snuck by teams all season
with a backup quarterback. While I do think that it would be awesome to see one of the greatest
quarterbacks ever play in the Super Bowl in what is likely his farewell season, for my predictions’ sake, I just don’t think it’s in the cards for Peyton Manning. The Broncos just aren’t as
good as everyone thinks they are. I’ll also add that it was Brock Osweiler who led the Broncos
in their comeback stampede against the Pats in Week 12 … just saying.
Brady hasn’t wasted any time reconnecting with receiver Julian Edelman either, targeting
him 16 times last Sunday for 10 receptions and 100 yards in his first game back since injuring
his foot on Nov. 15. Not to mention his favorite target, tight end Rob Gronkowski, is virtually
unstoppable. The combination of those two will propel Brady to break his own record for most
Super Bowl appearances (six).

Patriots 27, Broncos 17
NFC Championship: Arizona Cardinals at Carolina Panthers, 6:40 p.m. EST
Now this game is much harder to predict. Carson Palmer, the 36-year-old veteran playcaller for the Cardinals, looks to make his Super Bowl debut, while the young, boisterous
Cam Newton feels that he and his team deserve to be there more than any. I mean, who
could blame them?
The Panthers had a nearly perfect regular season and rolled over the Seattle Seahawks on
Sunday in the divisional round. But on the other hand, the Cardinals played a fantastic game
against the Packers and veteran Larry Fitzgerald proved why he’s still one of the best in the
game. He should be matched up with Carolina cornerback Josh Norman on Sunday, which
will prove to be an interesting battle. Honestly, I think this is anyone’s game. I wouldn’t be
surprised if it turned out to be a shootout that was decided in the last minute, and I wouldn’t
be disappointed either. So for this game I’m letting reality and odds take a backseat and I’m
going with my gut and taking Palmer and Fitzgerald over Cam Newton and the Panthers. It
surely won’t be easy, but I believe the boys in red can get it done.

Cardinals 21, Panthers 14
Contact Peter Cagno at breezesports@gmail.com.

By Daniel Ware
The Breeze

AFC Championship: New England Patriots at Denver Broncos, Sunday 3:05 p.m. EST
Quarterbacks Tom Brady and Peyton Manning renew their rivalry for the 16th time in their careers
on Sunday afternoon. Brady has the advantage over Manning with an 11-5 record, but is 0-2 in their
last two meetings in the playoffs.
The Patriots took care of the Kansas City Chiefs 27-20, and their offense looked like its old self for
much of the game with wide receiver Julian Edelman back from injury. Edelman led all receivers with
10 catches for 100 yards on 16 targets.
I’m honestly surprised the Broncos have made it this far, considering how Peyton Manning basically can’t even throw a football past 10 yards anymore — he averaged just six yards per pass attempt
against the Steelers. But the Broncos do have the No. 1 total defense in the NFL, but that may not be
as much of an advantage as one might think.
Under head coach Bill Belichick, the Patriots are 3-0 in the playoffs against No. 1 total defenses and
have averaged 31 points in those games.
Ultimately, I just don’t see how the Broncos are going to move the ball consistently against the
Patriots in this game. I think the Patriots’ defense has to focus on stopping the run and force Peyton
Manning to make throws down the field to beat them (crazy, I know).

Patriots 31, Broncos 16
NFC Championship: Arizona Cardinals at Carolina Panthers, Sunday 6:40 p.m. EST
The Carolina Panthers come into this game riding high after beating the two-time defending NFC
champion Seattle Seahawks last week, while the Arizona Cardinals survived last week against the Packers in overtime after allowing a Hail Mary touchdown to force overtime as time expired in regulation.
These teams met in the playoffs last year (the Panthers won), but the Cardinals were without starting quarterback Carson Palmer, who’s back for this game. I still think that the Panthers’ lack of another
offensive threat other than quarterback Cam Newton is going to catch up to them eventually and I
think this is the game it does.
The matchup to watch is Cardinals wide receiver Larry Fitzgerald versus Panthers All-Pro cornerback
Josh Norman. Fitzgerald shredded the Packers last week to the tune of eight catches for 176 yards and
the game-winning touchdown. Even if Fitzgerald can’t get going, I think the Cardinals have enough
weapons on the outside to pick up the slack.
I think that the Cardinals’ defense will do enough to slow down Newton and the Panthers’ vertical passing game. If the Cardinals can contain the run and limit big plays to Panthers tight end Greg
Olsen, the Carolina offense can be neutralized.

Cardinals 27, Panthers 23
Contact Daniel Ware at waredt@dukes.jmu.edu.
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OFF THE BEAT

Feel the burn yet?
Nothing says “It’s a new year” like walking into UREC
and seeing that the entire population of JMU has
suddenly realized there are treadmills on this
campus or at most apartment complexes.
So, for all of you who have made it your
New Year’s resolution to get into
shape, here’s a finely tuned playlist as you get your body finely
toned.
1. “The New Workout
Plan” by Kanye West
Ladies, if you’re
looking to land an
NBA player, a rapper
or at least a dude
with a car, Kanye’s
got the song to get
you into shape
to impress these
guys. Bonus: It’s
funny AND has a
good beat.
LIKE US

5. “Crossroads” (Timothy Wisdom Remix) by Adham Shaikh
This one is definitely a yoga activities suggestion. If
you’re into soothing Indian drums and sitar, this
is a song for you. It might put you to sleep, but
if you’re doing yoga, that might’ve already
happened.
6. “212” by Azealia Banks
“Rock the Beat” may have
gotten you halfway around
the new indoor track, but
“212” will get you to finish
the job. Nothing’s more
motivating than Azealia
Banks’ cutting curse
words driving into
your brain.

Make 2016 the year of your best body, or at least
listen to good music while you try.

7. “Dancing
Kizomba” by Alx
Veliz
What does “Kizomba” mean, you ask?
Does it matter? Pumping the volume up
on this song is sure to
pump you up in your
Zumba class.

By EMMY FREEDMAN | THE BREEZE

2. “On To The
Next One” by Jay Z
With its droning
chorus of “On to the next
one,” this song is the perfect
soundtrack for weightlifting.
Eventually you’ll forget which
rep you’re even on, because
you’re ... on to the next one. Maybe
it’s 50, but more realistically it’s probLIKE like
USseven. But don’t
ably something
worry, the chorus is repeated about 600
times, so you’re sure to get an adequate
workout.

8. “Take Over Control” by
Afrojack feat. Eva Simmons
Take control of your physique
by doing jumping jacks to this club
banger. But don’t treat it like a club
banger. Afrojack is here to get you into
shape with this one.
9. “Forbes” by Borgore feat. G-Eazy
G-Eazy starts this song by rapping “They pay
me to step in the club.” Work out enough to this song
and soon they’ll be paying you to step in the gym with
that fine body of yours.

3. “Rock the Beat” by LMFAO
Yeah, yeah, LMFAO is soooo 2011. But “Rock the
Beat” is sure to keep your feet in perfect sync while
you train for that marathon. Or half-marathon. Or that
one lap around the track.

10. “Whenever, Wherever” by Shakira
Interested in a dance workout? Turn Shakira on whenever and wherever you please because this song is sure to
get your feet moving. Beyoncé songs are also appropriate.

LIKE US

4. “Yoga” by Janelle Monáe
Contrary to the title, this song isn’t a suggestion for
yoga activities. Janelle Monáe takes on a loose definition of
“yoga,” as her booty and even her money is often portrayed
as doing yoga. My suggestion? Work up a sweat.

Emmy Freedman is a history and media arts and design
double major. Contact Emmy at freedmee@dukes.jmu.edu.
KELSEY HARDING / THE BREEZE

More from our blog at breezejmu.org/offthebeat.
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Help Wanted

Homes for Rent

Business/Tech-Minded Student needed to assist in
building optimal prospect
contact system/methodology. Social Media as well as
specific database programs
and automated contact software may be utilized. Call
540-820-5730
Journalism Project for JMU
student. Subject already has
had limited national attention and book is just being rel e a s e d . I n t e r v i e w i s a pproved and being scheduled.
Been in touch with venues
for article, etc. 540-8205730.

Large Student Friendly Victorian house now
renting for 2016, has four
bedrooms plus a bonus
room office or den with
separate entrance and
bike storage room, 2 full
baths, living room, eat-in
kitchen, hard wood floors,
large front porch w/swing,
Wi-Fi connection, all major
kitchen appliances, Washer/Dryer, new roof, newly
painted exterior, off street
parking for 4-5 vehicles, 8
blocks from JMU, 4 blocks
from Court Square H’burg.
NO PETS. $1500 month.
Call 540-810-3631.

Apts for Rent
NONE BETTER. Modern, fully
furnished large 1-bedroom,
ground floor. 10 miles north
of city. 6-month lease. 1 person $800, 2 people $1000.
540-432-1989

LIKE US

Place your classified online at
breezejmu.org

INDIAN AMERICAN CAFE
(540) 433 - 1177

LIKE US

Paradise City

Specializing in
Non- Vegetarian/ Vegetarian
Indian Cuisine

The only strip club in the area
just 35 minutes away...

LIKE US
ON FACEBOOK
TO GET MORE
OF THE BREEZE

18 for admission 21+ to drink
Open Thursday, Friday, & Saturday nights
Ladies get in Free on Thursday
BYOB: "Bring your own beer"

www.paradisecitymathias.com 304.897.8200

91 N. Main St., Harrisonburg, VA
Serving the area since 1993
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NOW SHOWING
MARVEL

AT THIS...

Coming to Foxhills Townhomes for 2016-17 Leases
1. Water Included
2. Electric with cap included
3. Gym membership included
4. Basic internet included
5. Basic cable included

1627 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
504-432-5525 — 540-432-5592
sfurr@umicommunities.com — www.umicommunities.com

